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YGrow and Defend
Omnichannel clinical targeting drives new-patient growth  
in highly competitive California market
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CAMPAIGN PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS REVEALS 1 IN 3 PATIENTS SERVED 

WERE NEW TO THE HOSPITAL AND 5.6:1 ROI

Situation
In the highly competitive L.A. County hospital market, defending market 

share — let alone growing it — can prove difficult. Providence Holy 

Cross Medical Center, a not-for-profit hospital, desired to do both: drive 

utilization for existing patients and new patients. With competition 

growing for new market opportunities, especially in the highly desirable 

San Fernando Valley area, opportunity was there — a nearby community 

housed a growing, youthful, commercially insured population with the 

need for OB and oncology services, both highly profitable and desirable 

service lines for any hospital. Quick action was needed with competing 

facilities opening in the market, threatening both brand awareness 

and preference. Identifying whom to target with differentiated content 

designed to drive preference and action was a strategic growth priority.

Insights
Previous work with Healthgrades exposed the hospital’s marketing 

team to success when they combined their knowledge with the breadth 

of Healthgrades’ data and capabilities. Discovery efforts and a deep 

understanding of patient pathways had driven results by identifying 

entry points to hospital services and customizing the message and 

delivery to specific target consumers.

Campaign key goals
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 Increase commercial
 payer mix
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The marketing team had identified their desired service mix and target 

population, but they were missing data that identified additional 

potential. Market analysis by Healthgrades identified 17,000 additional 

individuals who had a high likelihood of needing services provided by 

the hospital, yet were not identified in the initial target list. By using 

predictive models unique to Healthgrades and reviewing the data 

together, Providence Holy Cross expanded its focus beyond solely new 

movers, oncology, and obstetrics to add cardiology, orthopedics, stroke, 

and robotic surgery. Understanding that this expansion would grow 

the opportunity by 63%, the marketing team expanded their efforts to 

capture the additional targets.

“Seven distinct 
patient pathway 
groupings were 
identified to process 
through a sequence 
of efforts; each wave 
had a specific goal.”

Strategy 
Education, age, and other demographic attributes all pointed to core principles of a successful strategy:

1. Reach the consumer where they are: These consumers were highly social and active 

Internet researchers who desired and consumed information online.

2. Educate to motivate: Using content to inform and educate was imperative to be seen as a 

health partner, not just a provider.

3. Regular cadence of communication: Sustained, scheduled communication would provide a 

sense of longevity and dependability for the brand while keeping it top of mind.

Solution
Using a multi-service line and channel approach, Providence Holy Cross used the insights provided 

by Healthgrades to outline a plan that took into consideration geographic and demographic makeup. 

More importantly, the campaign focused on the specific needs identified for the target populations 

based on the clinical services being marketed.

Seven distinct patient pathway groupings were identified to process through a sequence of efforts; 

each wave had a specific goal. All channels were utilized based on the appropriate mix for the targeted 

audience and message. Each wave drove to a mechanism for registering the visit to the site for further 

automated content distribution, measurement, and nurturing. 

Awareness Service line Nurturing

Three waves of communication

Wave 1 Wave 2 Wave 3
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To start, Healthgrades executed the campaign by populating dynamic mailers with customized 

content based on the individual’s clinical risk, along with a call to action to learn more about 

their condition at a personalized URL site. In addition, Healthgrades supplemented the hospital’s 

resources by providing web developers, videographers, and clinical content for use in the campaign. 

All content and tools used to further engage the consumer drove to an ability to call or make an 

appointment online via a request form. 

A quarterly cadence was used for offline interaction with search, banner ads, and email to provide 

supplemental contact during the interim periods. Banner advertising was deployed that targeted 

at-risk individuals using specialized data models developed by Healthgrades. A secure digital match 

process was utilized for segment-specific serving of the digital banner messaging direct to these 

targets. Banner ads were delivered through a curated list of national and local consumer websites 

identified via partner ad networks. 

Results
Aggregated campaign performance
Healthgrades measures Return on Investment (ROI) models based on a fully aggregated incremental 

value attribution model, combining investment across channels and calculating incremental 

campaign impact on contribution margin. The model shows this campaign generated: 

• 10,095 total gross trackable patients 

• 994 incremental patients directly attributed to the marketing spend

• $825,247 in contribution margin after spend

• 5.62:1 ROI

Performance against specific KPI
Healthgrades also analyzes performance against program goals and KPIs.

1  Drive new-patient volume 
• 33% of generated patient volume were new patients

2  Increase utilization by known patients
• 67% of generated patient volume were known patients

3  Increase commercial payer mix
• 66% of generated patient visits were classified as commercial  

(compared to 42% of overall system mix)

4  Generate activity within key expanded areas
• 28% of incremental new patients tracked within this campaign were  

within key expanded service lines (Cardiology, Orthopedics, Stroke, Robotics)
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Measurement 
Healthgrades Measurement evaluates the aggregated marketing investment against key areas of a 

campaign life cycle, including reach/engagement/utilization/impact relative to the plan. To measure 

impact, we apply a rigorous process of identifying attributed financial contribution for the campaign 

relative to the respective channel impact to derive an aggregate ROI. 

Conclusion 
Using an understanding of market needs in addition to the marketing team’s end goals 

helped craft a successful strategy.  Reaching the consumers where they were, both online and 

offline, with integrated communications delivered results to the hospital in the form of new, 

commercially insured patients — while keeping existing patients within Providence Holy Cross 

Medical Center’s service offerings.

Measurement strategy and KPI

Key Metrics
• New patients
• Contribution margin
• ROI

Key Metrics
• Web forms
• Unique callers
• Engagement rate

Key Metrics
• Targeted impressions

Key Metrics
• CTR
• Open rate
• HRA completions
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To learn more about how the Healthgrades platform can 

empower your health system, your physicians, and your 

patients — so that you can deliver a new and better model 

of care while improving your top-line growth —  

visit partners.healthgrades.com.


